Friday Night [under the] Lights
2014
Happy Friday.
I hope everyone is doing well this week.
Happy Birthday to the ATM today – I just saw that the world's first ATM was installed on this day in
Enfield, London in 1967. I’m not sure I remember a time when there wasn’t ATMs.
To add a medical frame of reference, it was also in 1967 that the first-ever human heart transplant was
performed (I wonder if that was a coincidence that the ATM and Heart Transplants happened at about
the same time?).
That transplant was in a 53-year-old man, Lewis Washkansky, who received the surgery at Groote
Schuur Hospital in Cape Town, South Africa. He was a South African grocer dying from chronic heart
disease and he received the transplant from Denise Darvall, a 25-year-old woman who was killed in a car
crash. Dr. Christiaan Barnard performed the revolutionary medical operation. The technique Barnard
employed had been initially developed by a group of American researchers in the 1950s. An American
surgeon, Norman Shumway, achieved the first successful heart transplant, in a dog, at Stanford
University in California in 1958.
Medical history is fascinating and the journey to perfect treatments is never ending. After Washkansky's
surgery, he was given drugs to suppress his immune system and keep his body from rejecting the heart.
These drugs (as they do today) also left him much more susceptible to infection, however, and 18 days
later he died from double pneumonia. Despite the complication, Washkansky's new heart had
functioned normally until his death. We continue to make strides in better immunosuppressants.
In the 1970s, the development of better anti-rejection drugs made transplantation more viable. Dr.
Barnard continued to perform heart transplant operations, and by the late 1970s many of his patients
were living up to five years with their new hearts. Successful heart transplant surgery continues to be
performed today. Our challenges now include finding appropriate donors and educating the public on
the critical importance of organ and tissue donation.
A touch of interesting medical history for your Friday reading pleasure…

Tom Wagner implements a new series of West Region Budget tools
Congratulations to all of our colleagues in the West Region. Mike Murphy [AMR San Diego] mentioned
that Tom Wagner [AMR CEO West Region] recently rolled out a new series of budget tools to the West
Region. Mike said he and his colleagues placed a thank you ad on one of the electronic billboards at the
San Diego airport – I was lucky enough to see it on a quick trip out there this past Monday:
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I’m told the particular device pictured is used for incomplete run forms. Seems to work well – Plus, used
correctly, it can generate additional calls…
Hats off to our colleagues in the West for their innovative approaches…

How to turn what could have been months of tears to a nice joke about broken ribs…
Here’s a nice reminder about how impactful our efforts are on the family members of those we care for.
This comes from Mark Belden [AMR OM Redding California] and Karl Pedroni [AMR GM Sacramento
Region]:
“Today a patient’s wife stopped by the office, expressing her gratitude for one of our crews saving her
husband on June 7th. He was in full arrest when he was found by family; her and her daughter began
CPR. FR AED advised shock and our crew shocked and additional 3 times. After additional treatment,
ROSC was obtained and the patient was transported to SMRC. The wife stated that her husband was
sedated for several days as he was rewarmed after hypothermic treatment. He is wake with no
apparent deficits other than no memory of that day. He is receiving an AICD today and is expected to be
discharged tomorrow.
She wanted to let us know how grateful her family was for what you our crew did for them and that her
and her daughter took responsibility for the 6 broken ribs.
Having a family member spontaneously walk into the office to share their appreciation of the work that
one of my crews did is almost without comparison.”
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And “we were ecstatic” (that their son’s rescuer came to visit)

TJ Moore [AMR Newly Knighted Operations Manager – Dekalb County Georgia] sent me the great letter
above. As you read this, you know all too well that pediatric arrests have an added layer of significant
emotional distress because, frankly, kids just aren’t supposed to die. The resuscitation effort itself is
almost universally associated with crying, sobbing, distraught relatives or bystanders. And the intensity
of these scenes is one of the toughest in medicine. It’s really, really tough.
That intensity also adds significantly to the elation when these children survive the event neurologically
intact. Not knowing anything else about this particular case, I can tell you that our colleagues managed
this child well – quickly sorted out all the variables (remember, she’s found in a pool, full arrest - ?
trauma /? submersion /? cardiac event?) and focused on managing what was important – perfusion and
ventilation.
But here’s the other part about this case that’s notable. Did you catch what the mom wrote in her note
that had such a big impact on them?
“Andre Kennebrew went a step further and visited us in the PICU at Scottish Rite the following
afternoon. We were ecstatic!”
“We were ecstatic”.
Ecstatic because Andre, the man that helped save their daughter’s life came up to see her in the ICU.
Ecstatic because all that emotion, all that pain, all that crying, sobbing and despair went away because
of Andre and his colleagues.
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But there’s something else about this call that I bet the parents don’t even know. As a matter of fact,
they may never know.
But you & I will know exactly what this next part means.
Seems that the crew that ran the call was actually out of service and on their way back to headquarters
for their end of shift when the 911 call came out and another unit was dispatched; the crew heard the
location and realized they could get to the call faster than the originally dispatched med unit. They then
put themselves back into service, advised 911 that they would take the call, responded and arrived in
less than 3 minutes...they were all of about four miles from headquarters to get off duty.
No one would have even known had they not responded – they had no obligation and another Unit was
assigned. But they did what was right.
That’s the kind of passion for EMS and patient care that gives our profession the earned reputation of
being heroic.
Andre, Marion, Matthew and Tracy – I hope May 15, 2014 sticks with you the rest of your life.
It certainly will stick with Jackson…
And, as much as I may try and communicate in writing what an effort like this means, my words can’t
touch the message in this picture…

This picture brought to you by:
-

Knowing your stuff
Taking the call when you didn’t have to
Visiting your patients and making their parents ecstatic
Changing that little girl’s world forever…

Thanks to all of you…

How a team opens arteries (eat up – the balloon is just around the corner…)
One of the more subtle changes in the interactions between hospitals and EMS systems over the past 57 years has been the sharing of data on specific patient populations in an effort to improve care
provided across and between all components of the healthcare spectrum.
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What that means is that our patients’ diseases or injuries don’t see us as silos or parts – An ischemic
myocardium doesn’t really care that it’s at home, in an ambulance, in an emergency department or
lounging in a hammock in Boise Idaho.
A retroperitoneal hemorrhage could care less if it’s still in the car, riding in a helicopter or wheeled into
an OR.
Acute illness and injury requires all of us involved in managing it to work together, communicate
effectively, integrate our efforts and maximize the impact because we all have the same goal. When
EMS, the ED & the OR or cath lab work as a team, the outcomes are dramatically better in conditions
like Acute MI, cardiac arrest, significant trauma, stroke & sepsis.
Working together is more than just a good handoff.
Working together means developing expectations of the whole group as well as individual functions or
people. It means training as a team, sharing best practices and continually refining and fine-tuning our
efforts based on evolving evidence. It means looking back at patients we care for and evaluating how
we did, what we did that worked well and what we could do better.
The diagnosis and management of Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI) is a great example of the impact an
entire system can have on decreasing morbidity and mortality. When the well-oiled team works
together, myocardium is reperfused faster, Left Ventricular function is spared and arrhythmia risk
decreases.
I want to take a second and share a few images from some of our partner healthcare systems that have
a big impact on “working together”
Many hospitals now send cardiac catheterization images pre & post reperfusion. The images
themselves are a powerful reminder of how much myocardium is at risk with vascular occlusion and
how dramatic reperfusion can be.
In the images below, both Emory Healthcare and the U Conn Health Center not only show the vessels
involved, but they nicely detail out the timeline and the ECG findings as well.
This kind of follow up data is a great tool to reinforce field diagnoses and close the loop on the
management of this patient population.
Many hospitals do this now – If you’re in a community that doesn’t, cut this out and take it to the
director of the ED and Cath Lab and see how all the players in your system could develop a tool like this.
It only takes a few cases to start seeing positive changes and a stronger effort to work together…
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Ever wonder what a frustrated Racht English Springer Spaniel named Bella looks like?
There’s a reason dogs can’t open windows…
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Epilogue…
The bimodal distribution of the secret to success in life by age:
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__________________
That’s it from my world. Happy Friday. As always, thanks for what you do and how you do it…

Ed
______
Edward M. Racht, MD
Chief Medical Officer
AMR / Evolution Health
ed.racht@evhc.net
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